K08M005
CB1:8:017
CB18017

Copper Alloy Ring Loop

H 1.75 cm
W 1.6 cm
Th wlc: 0.25

Located in Metal K08 Box1

Completed: 2009
Iron Rod with Decorative End/Finial

Conserved in 2008
Drawn by Finlay in 2008

Iron rod with shaft which is flattish oval in section
The finial has a missing edge & may have been more symmetrical
Fan shape with asymmetrical cross bar.

Preserved H 5.7cm
Th. Shaft 0.45cm
Th. top 0.3cm

Completed June 4, 2009
MEM
Copper Alloy Medallion?

lots of corrosion products.
Diam. 2.6 cm
Th. 0.6 cm.

Before cleaning - clear that it is recessed - repoussé?
Conserved in 2008.

Once conserved clearly a Tyche figure:
Female bust shown from breasts up
Wearing a crossed gown over breast
Her hair is parted in the middle & drawn back but with a lock of hair descending over each shoulder. She is wearing a kalathos? / mural crown?
She is holding a cornucopia.

Sheet completed in 2009
Meg Morden
Iron Fibula

Conserved in 2008:
Musso part of pin is lost, arch is bent/deformed.
Hinge corroded.

Pin is twisted

Iron Fibula has hinge with 2 nail/screw heads preserved
Arch has a flat end which curves into pin clasp.

---

Arch H: Pres 3.7
Arch Pres L: 6.3 (lens telescope)
Th: 0.35 (arch)
Th hinge: 0.5 cm (max)

Pres L: 7.5 cm
Pres H: 2.3 cm
Pres pin L: 4.35 cm

---

Completed by: 2009
MEM.
KU8 MO 14
Dump Surface 27VI08
Found by metal detector by
Danny Syon

Pierced Conical Lead Weight

Diam 2.0cm
Height 1.1 cm
Diam. hole 0.35 cm
Wt. 17.4g.
Lead Slig Bullet

sent to conservation for cleaning - inscribed? Yes!

L: 3.9 cm
Width: 1.8 cm
Depth/Th: 1.25 cm

Weight: 39.2 g.

letters hand to read

Anchor

cf. Tell Dor Excavations 5, Qedem Reports 2
Vol 1B - Areas A & C: The Finds (1995)
Chapt. 13 Tryphon’s Slig Bullet from Dor, pp 491-496